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Voxels

What is a voxel?

Officially:

“A voxel is a 3D pixel.”

VOlumetric

piXEL



Voxels



Voxels

‘Real’ voxels are not very practical:

 They take lots of memory

 They are hard to render

 Lots of work for simple operations

 They still look blocky



Voxels

‘Real’ voxels are not very practical:

 They take lots of memory

 They are hard to render

 Lots of work for simple operations

 They still look blocky

In practice:

A voxel is a single value from a height map.

Voxels where introduced to games by Novalogic 

for their game ‘Comanche Total Overkill’.



Voxels

Comanche
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Delta Force



Voxels

Landscape generated by Terragen
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Voxels

Rendering a 

landscape
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Voxels

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcAsJdo7dME&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcAsJdo7dME&feature=related


Voxels

(Dis)advantages of Voxels

 Great for mid-range systems (PI/PII)

 Can only rotate around ‘up’ vector

 Only one height per position

 Detail limited to texel size



Voxels

Outcast



Voxels

Outcast

Outcast:

 Using Voxel graphics as a basis

 Heights are interpolated

 Polygon graphics for detail

 Shadows, bumpmapping, bones…

 …And made in Belgium. 



Break

COMING UP NEXT:

High Dynamic Range Lighting

and

Rendering with Natural Light
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HDR

High Dynamic Range Rendering

 What is it

 How does it improve your game

 How does it affect your work



HDR
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HDR

Problem:

“If we take a picture from a 

real-world scene and make 

it darker, some colors will 

still be white.”



HDR

Nature is not limited to 0..1…

…but your monitor is.



HDR

High Dynamic Range Rendering:

 Do not cap colos at an artificial boundary

 Use the full range for manipulation

 Only go to ‘LDR’ to display on a monitor



HDR

“Do not limit colors to a fixed range”:

Why not?

 Sunglasses

 Reflections

 Brightness adjustments



HDR

“Use the full range for manipulation”:

Why use the full range?

 Because 50% of superbright is still white

 This matters for refractions / reflections
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HDR

“Only go to LDR to display on a monitor”:

What’s up with the monitor?

 Monitors still only display up to ‘white’

 So they only display LDR

 …But we still can simulate HDR

 The monitor is the end-product



HDR

So, what does it mean to the artist?

 It depends.

What does it mean to the programmer?

 It depends.



HDR

What tools are available?

 Photoshop

 HDRShop

 Photogenics

 …and many more.

 (check DEBEVEC’s site)
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HDR

Bottomline:

HDR is here to stay!

 HDR will enter your pipeline at some point

 And it will take over the pipeline soon

 …Talk to your VA during design

 …Talk to your coder during design

And make something beautiful.
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Homework

For next lecture:

1. A few years ago, a company introduced a true HDR

monitor. Find some information on it, and explain how it

works.

2.  Find out if Crysis uses HDR. What is the difference in

Crysis between ‘HDR on’ and ‘HDR off’? Provide

screenshots.

3.  John Carmack recently investigated voxels. Find

information on this technology, and describe how this

technology improves on current graphics.


